
 

THE CLOUD SKILLS AND HUMAN VIGILANCE YOU NEED
Modern attacks make the most of today’s vast cloud attack surface — serverless workload 

vulnerabilities, misconfigured services and container registry dependencies are just a few 

of the issues ripe for adversary compromise and weaponization. Making matters worse, as 

adversaries shift their operations to the cloud, security teams struggle to keep pace. 

Cloud security skills to monitor, manage and protect critical cloud infrastructure and 

customer-facing systems and applications are in high demand, and even harder to find and 

retain. While agent and agentless cloud security technologies can dramatically improve 

protection against the majority of cloud-based threats, advanced and novel cloud-based 

threats can still pose a significant threat to organizations.

To detect and disrupt the stealthiest and most advanced cloud-based attacks, organizations 

need the added vigilance of specialized and proactive cloud threat hunting that CrowdStrike 

Falcon OverWatch™ and its global 24/7 operations deliver to organizations worldwide.

PROACTIVE THREAT HUNTING, TAILORED FOR THE CLOUD
Falcon OverWatch Cloud Threat Hunting™ is the industry’s first proactive threat hunting 

service dedicated to continuously uncovering hidden and advanced threats that originate, 

operate and persist in cloud environments. Built on the CrowdStrike Falcon® platform’s 

cloud-native application protection platform (CNAPP) capabilities, Falcon OverWatch 

Cloud Threat Hunting applies Falcon OverWatch’s proven SEARCH methodology — Sense, 

Enrich, Analyze, Reconstruct, Communicate and Hone — and adversary-driven mindset to 

relentlessly hunt for suspicious and anomalous cloud behaviors and cloud-based attacker 

tradecraft to keep customer organizations safe from the most advanced cloud threats.

KEY BENEFITS 
 
Hunt advanced 
adversaries in the 
cloud: Falcon OverWatch 
Cloud Threat Hunting 
hunts relentlessly across 
your critical cloud 
infrastructure — including 
AWS, Azure and Google 
Cloud Platform — to 
uncover the stealthiest 
and most sophisticated 
cloud threats.

Unearth threats at the 
control plane: Falcon 
cloud security products 
generate granular 
data and control plane 
visibility down to the 
workload OS, allowing 
Falcon OverWatch Cloud 
Threat Hunting to hunt 
deep within your cloud 
containers, workloads, 
Kubernetes clusters and 
other cloud domains.

Gain specialized, 
24/7 hunting without 
the overhead: Falcon 
OverWatch Cloud Threat 
Hunting immediately 
augments your security 
operations with around-
the-clock threat hunting 
in the cloud — while you 
avoid costly overhead 
from hiring, training and 
tooling.

FALCON OVERWATCH
CLOUD THREAT HUNTING 
Detect and disrupt advanced cloud-based 
attacks everywhere
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“Elite threat hunting skills are hard to find and retain, and Falcon OverWatch has truly 
been a seamless extension of our security team to see and stop sophisticated cloud 
threats. As we’re rapidly expanding our business and moving toward a cloud-first 
environment, CrowdStrike has enabled us to make these shifts securely — marrying 
automation with human intelligence to deliver effective, real-time threat prevention.” 

Serge Groven, Sr. Corporate IT Manager, StepStone



KEY CAPABILITIES
PROACTIVE THREAT HUNTING TAILORED FOR THE CLOUD

    Pioneers in threat hunting: CrowdStrike 

pioneered the concept of blending industry-

leading technology with proactive threat 

hunting to deliver truly comprehensive 

visibility to keep defenders ahead of their 

adversaries.

     Experts in the cloud: Falcon OverWatch 

cloud threat hunters receive dedicated 

training to conduct cloud hunting and adeptly 

navigate cloud infrastructure, applications 

and more.

    Limitless operations: Hunt cloud threats 

everywhere, at all times with full visibility into 

Kubernetes; workloads in production; host 

incidents (e.g., cryptominers, suspicious ELF 

headers); and entire running applications, active 

processes, and system and network calls 

across all active ports ingoing and outgoing.

     Patented and proprietary tradecraft: 
Attacks evolve. So do we. Falcon OverWatch 

is committed to advancing its own tooling and 

tactics to hunt down the most sophisticated 

attackers. As a result, Falcon OverWatch 

continuously innovates, adding more 

patented and proprietary tradecraft to its 

hunting arsenal every year.

NATIVE CLOUD TELEMETRY AND 
INTELLIGENCE

     Cloud telemetry at cloud scale: Falcon 

cloud security modules protect over 1.5 billion 

containers every day. Gain real-time visibility 

into this massive cloud sensor network 

through Falcon OverWatch Cloud Threat 

Hunting and view cloud threat activity as it 

happens.

    Native control plane observability: Falcon 

cloud security solutions generate granular 

data and control plane visibility down to 

the workload OS for OverWatch to hunt 

deep within and across cloud containers, 

workloads, Kubernetes clusters and other 

cloud infrastructure.

    Cloud-based indicators of attack and 
misconfiguration: Falcon OverWatch Cloud 

Threat Hunting continuously scours hybrid 

and multi-cloud environments for novel and 

suspicious cloud threat behaviors — such 

as control plane and serverless workload 

vulnerabilities, misconfigurations, application 

behavior anomalies, container escapes, 

API privilege escalations, worker node 

compromise and more.

    CrowdStrike threat intelligence: 
CrowdStrike’s natively sourced threat 

intelligence powers Falcon OverWatch Cloud 

Threat Hunting with in-depth, always-current 

intelligence of the latest TTPs for more than 

180 adversary groups, ensuring Falcon 

OverWatch always stays ahead of threats, 

today and tomorrow.

24/7 HUMAN VIGILANCE
    Attacker mentality: Falcon OverWatch 

tactics center on an attacker mindset. The 

more you understand and think like an 

attacker, the faster you uncover their tracks.

    24/7 hunting: Your adversaries never 

sleep and aren't restricted by time zones or 

geography — and neither should your threat 

hunting. Falcon OverWatch’s continuous, 

proactive operations deliver results every 

minute of every day.

    Actionable alerts: Get results — fast. Real-

time cloud threat alerts are augmented 

with relevant intelligence, global insights 

and tailored recommendations so you can 

understand and act faster.

    Proven approach: Falcon OverWatch 

Cloud Threat Hunting applies the proven, 

proprietary Falcon OverWatch SEARCH 

methodology to cloud threat hunting. With 

a consistent and comprehensive approach, 

Falcon OverWatch Cloud Threat Hunting is 

uniquely positioned to unearth sophisticated 

attacks whenever and wherever they occur.

ONE TEAM, ONE FIGHT
     In-house or outsourced, seamless 

collaboration: Falcon OverWatch Cloud 

Threat Hunting acts as an embedded 

extension of your security and threat hunting 

teams, regardless of who they are, where 

they operate or how they’re contracted. 

     Frictionless communication: Falcon 

OverWatch operates as a native component 

of the Falcon platform and serves as a force 

multiplier for your team, delivering timely 

threat information by email and directly to 

your single cloud-native console.
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ABOUT CROWDSTRIKE

CrowdStrike (Nasdaq: CRWD),  
a global cybersecurity leader, has 
redefined modern security with the 
world’s most advanced cloud-native 
platform for protecting critical areas 
of enterprise risk — endpoints and 
cloud workloads, identity and data. 

Powered by the CrowdStrike 
Security Cloud, the CrowdStrike 
Falcon® platform leverages  
real-time indicators of attack, threat 
intelligence, evolving adversary 
tradecraft and enriched telemetry 
from across the enterprise to 
deliver hyper-accurate detections, 
automated protection and 
remediation, elite threat hunting 
and prioritized observability of 
vulnerabilities. 

Purpose-built in the cloud with 
a single lightweight-agent 
architecture, the Falcon platform 
enables customers to benefit from 
rapid and scalable deployment, 
superior protection and 
performance, reduced complexity 
and immediate time-to-value.

CrowdStrike: We stop breaches. 

Follow us: Blog | Twitter | LinkedIn | 
Facebook | Instagram

Start a free trial today:  
https://www.crowdstrike.com/
free-trial-guide/
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